
Ninja Assassin The filmmakers behind The Matrix and V for Vendetta bring new 
blood (lots of it!) to martial arts movies in Ninja Assassin. Korean pop star Rain 
(Speed Racer) stars as heroic, deadly Raizo. Trained from childhood in the way of 
the Ozunu Clan ninja, he is stalked by fellow warriors for breaking free of them 
and their iron-willed dojo patriarch (martial arts legend Sho Kosugi) - and is on the 
run with a Europol agent (Naomie Harris) who has proof the clan sells assassina-
tion services to governments. The action is start-to-finish - fast, fierce, filled with 
weaponry (chains, swords, staffs, shuriken) and awesome athleticism. Fear not the 
weapon, but the hand that wields it. Warner
Gentlemen Broncos Mount your battle stag, grab a popcorn ball and get ready to 
laugh your head off at Gentlemen Broncos! The director of Napoleon Dynamite 
(Jared Hess) and co-star of Flight Of The Conchords (Jemaine Clement) team up 
to bring you the story of Benjamin Purvis (Michael Angarano), a lovable loner 
whose life is turned upside down when a pretentious fantasy author steals his story 
at a writers camp. Jennifer Coolidge (American Pie) and Mike White (School Of 
Rock) join a hysterical cast of oddball characters in this "fun, quirky comedy. Fox
Broken Embraces A luminous Penélope Cruz stars as an actress who sacrifices 
everything for true love in Broken Embraces, Academy Award -winning 
filmmaker (2003, Best Writing, Original Screenplay, Talk to Her) Pedro 
Almodóvar's acclaimed tale of sex, secrets and cinema. When her father becomes 
gravely ill, beautiful Lena (Cruz) consents to a relationship with her boss Ernesto 
(José Luis Gómez), a very wealthy, much-older man who pays for her father's 
hospitalization and provides her a lavish lifestyle. But Lena's dream is to act and 
soon she falls for the director of her first film - a project bankrolled by her husband 
to keep her near. Upon his discovery of the affair, Ernesto stops at nothing to ruin 
Lena's happiness. Sony
Possession Sarah Michelle Gellar stars in this eerie mystery thriller as Jessica, a 
young woman whose nearly perfect marriage with Ryan (Michael Landes, Final 
Destination 2) is marred only by the regular interference of Ryan’s reckless and 
self-absorbed brother, Roman (Lee Pace of The Fall and TV’s Pushing Daisies). 
Jessica’s world comes crashing down when both her husband and brother-in-law 
get into a devastating car crash and fall into comas. But when only the difficult 
Roman wakes up, he claims to actually be Ryan. In fact, he knows things about 
Jessica that Roman couldn’t possibly know. Now Jessica must expose the truth: 
can souls move between bodies? Or is this phenomenon the work of a much more 
sinister force? POSSESSION is a gripping tale of romance and mistrust in the 
mend-bending tradition of Birth and Vanilla Sky. Fox
Matlock Season 4 This 80's TV show features Ben Matlock, a defense attorney 
who was raised in Georgia and educated at Harvard. He charges $100,000 per case 
but he always finds the real criminal. Other characters on the Matlock legal drama 
series were: daughters and lawyers Charlene and Leanne; Matlock's investigators 
Tyler Hudson, Conrad McMasters and Cliff Lewis. Ben's girlfriend, associate D.A. 
Julie March; and his contact on the Atlanta police, Lt. Bob Brooks.Playing wily 
attorney Ben Matlock, Andy Griffith returns for another round of courtroom 
drama. This time out, he investigates a trio of his college buddies indicted for a 
30-year-old murder and defends a circus clown accused of killing his partner. 
Making guest appearances in the show's fourth season are Don Knotts, Fred 
Dalton Thompson, David Carradine, Samantha Eggar, James Eckhouse and Gail 
O'Grady. CBS/Paramount
Have Gun Will Travel Season 4, Volume 1 Relive the adventures of Paladin in 
Have Gun - Will Travel - Season 4, Volume One; a thrilling 3-disc set containing 
the first 19 episodes from the fourth season of this classic TV series. Paladin 
(Richard Boone), a gentleman and a gunfighter, prefers to settle problems without 
violence. Yet, when forced to fight, he excels. Using the Carlton Hotel in San 
Francisco as his home base, Paladin ventures forth whenever needed, righting 
wrongs and lending a heroic hand. From assisting an around-the-world traveler to 
helping solve the mystery of a vanishing princess, this Season Four volume takes 
Paladin from one exciting adventure to the next!. In Season 4 When not meting out 
Wild West-style justice, Paladin (Richard Boone) lives it up at a posh San 
Francisco hotel. But if trouble arises, the hired gun dons his knight-embossed 
holster and trademark calling cards ("Have gun, will travel") and rides in to save 
the day. This collection includes episodes from the first half of the show's fourth 
season, and features guest appearances by Martin Balsam, Robert Blake and Ken 
Curtis of "Gunsmoke.CBS/Paramount
Walker Texas Ranger Season 7 Texas Ranger Cordell Walker, one of the last 
old-fashioned heroes of the West, is a protective friend but a relentless foe who 
will stop at nothing to bring a criminal to justice. Walker works on instinct, often 
drawing on the traditions of his Native American ancestors. His partner, James 
Trivette, has a more modern approach to crime-solving. C.D. Parker, a retired 
Ranger, and Alex Cahill, the county assistant district attorney who shares a mutual 
attraction with Walker, support the Rangers in their battle to serve justice. In 
Season 7 Tragedy touches Texas Ranger Cordell Walker (Chuck Norris) and his 
hardworking crew in the seventh season of this long-running CBS series, a show 
that blends fast-paced martial arts action with old-fashioned values. As the 
cliffhanger from the previous season unfolds, assistant DA Alex Cahill (Sheree J. 
Wilson) lies in a coma after being shot at a friend's wedding, and Walker is 
determined to exact revenge on the weapons dealer who harmed her. 
CBS/{aramount
Hawaii Five-O Season 8 Hawaii Five-0 is the name of a special police unit 
consisting of no more than four men at a time, although it can freely call upon the 
Honolulu Police Department for more men if needed. Answerable only to the 
governor, Five-0 investigates the most important and sensational crimes, ranging 
from murder and kidnapping to terrorism and international espionage. Five-0's 
leader is ex-Navy Intelligence investigator Steve McGarrett, a tough Irish cop 
possessed with a determined nature, a hatred of crime and an elaborate bouffant 
hairdo. Other Five-O personnel included Dan Williams, second-in-command and 
"Dan-O" to McGarrett; pipe-smoking Chinese Chin Ho Kelly, native Hawaiian 
Kono; Samoan detective Ben Kokua; and Hawaiian Duke Lukela, who worked his 
way up from patrolman. McGarrett's archenemy was Red Chinese agent Wo Fat, 
whose plans were always thwarted by McGarrett, and who always managed to 
escape the reach of the law--at least until the final episode. Dedicated detective 
Steve McGarrett (Jack Lord) and his No. 1 lieutenant "Danno" Williams (James 
MacArthur) fight crime and bring down the bad guys on the mean streets of the 
Hawaiian Isles in the eighth season of this enduring classic crime drama. Guest 
stars in this season include well-known greats such as Charles Durning, Ed Asner, 
George Takei, Simon Oakland of "Night Stalker" fame, Harold Gould, Donna 
Mills and more. CBS/Paramount
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The Boondock Saints II All Saints Day From Troy Duffy, writer and director of 
The Boondock Saints, comes the much anticipated sequel to the tough, stylized 
cutting edge saga of the MacManus brothers (Norman Reedus, Sean Patrick 
Flanery). The two have been in deep hiding with their father, Il Duce (Billy 
Connolly), in the quiet valleys of Ireland, far removed from their former 
vigilante lives. When word comes that a beloved priest has been killed by sinister 
forces from deep within the mob, the brothers return to Boston to mount a 
violent and bloody crusade to bring justice to those responsible. With a new 
partner in crime (Clifton Collins Jr., Star Trek) and a sexy FBI operative (Julie 
Benz, TV's Dexter) hot on their trail... the Saints are back! Sony
Sabrina The Teenage Witch Season 6 In the penultimate season of this super-
natural sitcom, Sabrina (Melissa Joan Hart) conjures up relationship drama with 
Josh (David Lascher), battles a vampire on the set of Miles's (Trevor Lissauer) 
student film and angles for a coveted writing internship. The season features a 
slew of noteworthy guest stars, including George Wendt as Josh's new boss, 
Barbara Eden as Sabrina's Aunt Irma and tennis great Andy Roddick as himself. 
CBS/Paramount
7th Heaven Season 10 Executive Producer Aaron Spelling's long-running family 
drama 7th Heaven connects with audiences like no other show. The highly 
acclaimed series portrays the life of Reverend Eric Camden (Stephen Collins), 
his understanding wife Annie (Catherine Hicks), and their seven remarkable 
children. It's a season of shocks and surprises as Eric has double bypass surgery, 
then decides he doesn't want to be a minister anymore. Plus, Robbie (Adam 
LaVorgna) is surprisingly single, Simon (David Gallagher) gets a steady 
girlfriend, and even little Ruthie (Mackenzie Rosman) winds up with a young 
man in her life. Yet it's no surprise when daughter Lucy (Beverley Mitchell) 
finally gets a proposal from her boyfriend Kevin (George Stults), and she gets 
married in the church with the entire family in attendance! On DVD for the first 
time ever, this 5-disc collection includes all 22 Season Seven episodes of 7th 
Heaven! In this popular family show's 10th year, the Camdens tackle further 
challenges in life and love. Lucy (Beverley Mitchell) discovers that being an 
associate pastor at her father's church is hard work; Martin (Tyler Hoechlin) 
deals with the pregnancy of his girlfriend (Haylie Duff); and Simon (David 
Gallagher) bounces between girlfriends -- but which one does he really have 
feelings for? Later, Matt (Barry Watson) and his wife share some big news. 
CBS/Paramount
Did You Her About The Morgans? Hugh Grant and Sara Jessica Parker star in 
this delightful comedy about finding love in the most unexpected places. Two 
successful New Yorkers, Paul (Grant) and Meryl (Parker), are at their wits' end 
with repairing their strained marriage. But when they become the only witnesses 
to a brutal murder, the police hide them away in Wyoming - together. Now these 
die-hard city dwellers will have to survive the weather, bears, fresh air, and 
forced time with one another if they want to make it out alive. Sony
The Universe Season 4 The History Channel's hit series is back for another 
season of otherworldly thrills as astronomers explain the mysteries of the 
universe, brought to life by dazzling computer-generated graphics that send 
viewers on a wild ride through outer space. The experts explore death stars that 
are poised to explode, the importance of Earth's moon, the composition of 
planetary rings and how to destroy a galaxy. A&E
Nova: Becoming Human Unearthing Our Earliest Ancestors Nothing is more 
fascinating to us than, well, us. Where did we come from? What makes us 
human? NOVA's groundbreaking investigation explores how new discoveries are 
transforming views of our earliest ancestors. Featuring interviews with world-
renowned scientists, footage shot in the trenches as fossils were unearthed, and 
stunning computer-generated animation, Becoming Human brings early homi-
nids to life, examining how they lived and how we became the creative and 
adaptable modern humans of today. In the first episode, NOVA encounters 
Selam, the amazingly complete remains of a 3 million year-old child, packed 
with clues to why we split from the apes, came down from the trees, and started 
walking upright. In gripping forensic detail, the second episode investigates the 
riddle of Turkana Boy -a tantalizing fossil of Homo erectus, the first ancestor to 
leave Africa and colonize the globe. What led to this first great African exodus? 
In the final episode, Becoming Human explores the origins of us -where modern 
humans and our capacities for art, invention, and survival came from, and what 
happened when we encountered the mysterious Neanderthals. Crucial new 
evidence comes from the recent decoding of the Neanderthal genome. Did 
modern humans interbreed with Neanderthals? Exterminate them? Becoming 
Human examines why we survived while our other ancestral cousins-including 
Indonesia's bizarre 3 foot-high Hobbit -died out. And NOVA poses the intriguing 
question: are we still evolving today?. PBS
What Are Dreams? Inside The Sleeping Brain What are dreams and why do we 
have them? NOVA joins the leading dream researchers as they embark on a 
variety of neurological and psychological experiments to investigate the world of 
sleep and dreams. Delving deep into the thoughts and brains of a variety of 
dreamers, scientists are asking important questions about the purpose of this 
mysterious world we escape to at night. Do dreams allow us to get a good night s 
sleep? Do they improve our memory? Do they allow us to be more creative? Can 
they solve our problems or even help us survive the hazards of everyday life? 
NOVA follows researchers like the Massachusetts Institute of Technology s 
Matthew Wilson who is literally eavesdropping on the dreams of rats and takes 
viewers into a sleep lab for a first-hand look at how scientists do their best to 
eavesdrop on human dreams. From those who violently act out their dreams to 
those who can t stop their nightmares, from sleepwalking cats to people who can 
t dream, each fascinating experiment contains a vital clue to the age-old 
question: What are dreams?. PBS
The Best of All Star Family Feud Richard Dawson hosts this collection of 
"Family Feud" all-star specials featuring casts from the top-rated shows of the 
1960's, 1970's and 1980's. Your favorite celebrities from "Dallas", "The Love 
Boat", and other hit series face off in good-natured competition for charity on 
one of TV's most popular game shows. The casts of "Three's Company", "Eight 
is Enough", "Barney Miller", "Welcome Back Kotter", "The Jeffersons" and 
many others join in the fun. This DVD collection features 28 of the greatest 
celebrity head-to-head matchups! *Star-studded prime time specials hosted by 
Richard Dawson *To mark its 30th anniversary, the current Family Feud is 
undergoing a makeover with a new look, bigger prizes and faster gameplay! 
*Featuring some of the greatest celebrity head-to-head matchups including: Soap 
vs. All My Children, The Jeffersons vs Dukes of Hazzard, Love Boat vs. Eight is 
Enough, Welcome Back Kotter vs Barney Miller, Gilligan's Island vs Hawaiian 
Eye and more! Mill Creek
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Capitalism: A Love Story Twenty years after his influential debut, Roger & 
Me, Michael Moore returns to his roots by pulling back the curtain on capital-
ism to reveal the insidious role it has played in the destruction of the American 
dream for many people. Back in 1989, auto workers in Flint, MI, were 
lamenting layoffs and wondering how they would support their families 
without jobs to pay the bills, or benefits to ensure their health. Flash forward 
two decades, when cities all across the country are feeling the same pressures 
that Flint residents were back when GM left them high and dry. With an 
average of 14,000 U.S. jobs lost every day and taxpayer money constantly 
being pumped into failing financial institutions, the question must be asked: 
how long can this go on before the entire system collapses? Is there really any 
hope for Americans who are losing their homes to foreclosure and seeing their 
savings get wiped out at an unprecedented rate? In order to seek out an answer 
to this question and many more, Moore takes a trip to our nation's capitol, 
engaging average Americans in conversations about the prospect of repairing 
America's failing, debt-ridden economy along the way. Anchor Bay
The Best of Match Game "Get Ready To Match the Stars" ...as we play 
everyone's favorite Big Money Match Game! On DVD for the first time ever, 
this is your chance to experience 30 of the greatest episodes of this iconic 
game show, uncut and beautifully transferred from their original masters. As 
one of the most popular television game shows in the '70s and early '80s, 
watch a nostalgia masterpiece with a sharp fashion sense and a disco diva 
style. Match Game is a classic with a rich TV history watched by millions over 
its broadcast lifetime and now fondly remembered as part of growing up 
around the TV set. From your favorite stars, including Match Game perennials 
Brett Somers, Charles Nelson Reilly, Betty White and Richard Dawson to 
Gene Rayburn's custom microphone and crazy antics - this collection has it 
all! Enjoy hours of rare bonus material including the pilot episode of 1962's 
"The Match Game", a special tribute to Gene Rayburn, an exclusive interview 
with Brett Somers and so much more..."Time capsule of the sharp fashion, 
zany style and outrageous humor of the 70s and 80s! "Special Features 
include: Best Moment of Match Game hosted by Brett Somers and a special 
tribute to Match Game host, Gene Rayburn "Featuring the wild antics of 
celebrity panelists including Brett Somers, Charles Nelson Reilly, Richard 
Dawson, Fannie Flagg, Bert Convy, and so many more! Mill Creek
Game Show Moments Gone Bananas Featuring highlights from such all-time 
favorites as: Family Feud, The Price Is Right, Match Game, Password, Press 
Your Luck, Distraction, Beat The Clock, Card Sharks, Child's Play, Password 
Plus", Sale Of The Century", Tattletales", To Tell The Truth, What's My Line? 
And Many More!!! Hosted by Ben Stein, this series of specials features the 
most hilarious moments from classic game shows around the world. In 
addition to timeless clips, host segments include games where members of the 
GSMGB studio audience get their chance to actually play classic game shows 
like Family Feud and Beat The Clock. Classic moments. Hilarious games. 
Legendary stars. Unpredictable contestants. All these elements combined 
make Game Show Moments Gone Bananas a true winner. Mill Creek
The Best of Password 1961-1967 Join host Allen Ludden as he presides over 
two celebrity/contestant teams trying to guess an elusive password by giving 
one-word clues in this all-time classic game show. As television's first success-
ful celebrity-civilian team game, the laughs just keep coming as an amazing 
array of celebrity guests try to deduce their respective passwords with hilari-
ous results. Password attracted a large and loyal audience for both its daytime 
and prime-time versions and this outstanding DVD set contains classic 
episodes from the CBS years which aired from 1961 to 1967. Highlighting 
some of the funniest episodes and toughest clues, this set is sure to entertain 
the whole family. Featuring: Betty White, Sammy Davis Jr., Nancy Sinatra, 
Martin Landau, Carol Burnett, Lucille Ball, Gene Kelly, Johnny Carson, Bob 
Newhart, Elizabeth Montgomery, Jack Benny, Dick Van Dyke and many more! 
Mill Creek
The Best of The Price Is Right The first episode of this classic television 
game show aired on NBC in 1956 with legendary game show host Bill Cullin 
as your master of ceremonies. It quickly became a top ten show and ran for 
many years to the delight of it's fans. In 1972, the show was relaunched on 
CBS as The New Price is Right with Bob Barker, popular host of Truth or 
Consequences, as the new star for the program. The Price is Right has gone on 
to make television history as the longest continuously running game show! 
Now, relive the early years of The Price is Right with episodes hosted by Bill 
Cullen and some of Bob Barker's early years on the show. See all the memo-
rable games like Lucky Seven, The Card Game and the famous Showcase 
Showdown! Come on down and enjoy 26 episodes from this classic game 
show. This DVD set includes: *4 episodes from the show's early beginnings in 
the 1960s, 17 classic and hilarious episodes from the 1970s and all 5 episodes 
from Bob Barker's final week as host from 2007. *Nostalgic trip to see old and 
beloved games, kitschy products and prices of a bygone era. *Showcasing 
some of the funniest and most memorable moments with crazy contestants, 
Barker's Beauties and fantastic prizes! Mill Creek
UFC Best of 2009 Grab a ringside seat and relive all the thrilling action with 
this compilation of highlights, milestones, behind-the-scenes footage and 
bone-crushing battles from the UFC's 2009 season, featuring a big celebration 
for its historic 100th event. Matches include Brock Lesnar and Frank Mir's 
heavyweight unification title fight, the light heavyweight championship bout 
between Lyoto Machida and Rashad Evans, and many others. Anchor Bay
13teen On edge over news that a vicious serial killer is at large, school 
counselor Sera (Amanda Brown) returns home to discover that an emotionally 
volatile real estate agent (John Lansch) is waiting for her, and she reluctantly 
invites him in while a storm rages outside. As Sera begins to grow fearful of 
her guest, an alarm system technician (Marc Hustvedt) arrives. Can she trust 
either of these strange men? Pritesh Chheda directs this creepy thriller. North 
American Motion Pictures
D.C. Sniper Director Ulli Lommell (Green River Killer, Btk Killer, Son Of 
Sam) delves back into the world of true crime with this dramatic portrayal of 
the 2002 shootings that shocked the world. Over the course of three terrifying 
weeks, John Allan Muhammad (Ken Foree) and his teenage accomplice Lee 
Boyd Malvo (Tory N. Thompson) embarked on a vicious shooting spree that 
had residents of our nation's capitol fearing for their lives. By the time the 
Muhammad and Malvo were apprehended, they had killed 10 people, and 
wounded three more. North American Motion Pictures
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Amelia Earhart Queen of the Air What really happened to Amelia Earhart? 
Join the award winning Biography series in their search for the truth. Earhart 
became the first female pilot to complete a solo flight across the Atlantic Ocean 
(the first person to succeed since Charles Lindburgh's legendary flight in 1927). 
Earhart saw her first plane as a young girl at the 1908 Iowa State Fair in Des 
Moines, Iowa, but flying would not spark her interest until many years later. 
After her parents' separation in 1914, Earhart traveled to Chicago with her 
mother and sister, Muriel. From there, Earhart traveled to Toronto, Canada, 
where she trained and worked as a nurses' aide for the duration of World War I. 
By 1920, she had purchased her first plane and taken her first solo flight. 
Earhart became the first woman to fly across the Atlantic Ocean in 1928, as a 
passenger. Earhart's subsequent solo flight across the Atlantic in 1932 set a 
record for speed. In 1937 she embarked on an equatorial world trip, hoping to be 
the first woman to successfully circumnavigate the world. Radio contact with 
the U.S. Coast Guard off of Howland Island, her next stop in the Pacific, was 
made on several occasions, but Earhart apparently could not hear any of the 
coast guard's replies. Several extensive searches for Earhart's plane revealed 
nothing and the incident remains unsolved. Using archival footage, Biography 
tries to piece together some answers.  A&E
The People Speak Using dramatic and musical performances of the letters, 
diaries and speeches of everyday Americans, The People Speak focuses on the 
concept of democracy based on the lives and experiences of ordinary Americans 
who, through their words and actions, changed the course of history. Narrated 
by Howard Zinn and based on his bestselling book, A People's History of the 
United States, and Voices of a People's History, this groundbreaking documen-
tary film illustrates the relevance of these passionate historical moments to our 
society today, reminding us that democracy is not a spectator sport and to never 
take liberty for granted. A journey from the founding of this country to the civil 
rights movement and beyond, The People Speak uses star power to celebrate 
democracy: executive producer Matt Damon reads from The Declaration of 
Independence; Bruce Springsteen performs Woody Guthrie's "This Land Is Your 
Land"; while other accomplished performers, including Morgan Freeman, 
Marisa Tomei, Josh Brolin, Viggo Mortensen, Kerry Washington, Bob Dylan 
and Eddie Vedder lend their voices to help re-create the emotional impact of 
these moments in history. A&E
The Bible Stories: Jesus Jeremy Sisto stars as the son of God in this 174 minute 
production that vividly explores the life and mission of Jesus of Nazareth. Epic 
in scale and featuring a strong supporting cast (Gary Oldman, Debra Messing, 
Jacqueline Bisset, Luca Zingaretti, Jeroen Krabbé, Armin Mueller-Stahl and 
David O’Hara), this drama traces Jesus’ journey from simple carpenter to 
spiritual leader, philosopher and martyr–focusing on his compassionate teach-
ings as well as his relationships with Mary, Joseph, his apostles, persecutors, 
and the heavenly father. The film focuses on a more on Jesus as the human,  
showing him in happiness, sadness and interaction with the apostles and the 
people he comes across. His story is retold from how Joseph’s death affected 
Jesus, Mary telling Jesus of him coming to fulfill the prophecy, his journey to 
the sermon of the mount, facing temptation from Satan, the selection of the 
twelve Apostles, the Last Supper and the Crucifixion and his resurrection. Sony
The Bible Stories: Esther Part of a four volume video Bible series, Esther is the 
story of Ahasuerus, a King of Persia whom disowns his wife after she ignores 
his orders, and begins a quest to replace her. He meets a beautiful young Jewish 
girl named Esther whom he instantly falls in love with, without knowing of her 
Jewish heritage. She asks the King to halt a planned genocide of the Jews by his 
right hand man Haman. He does so, and in turn paves the way for her their 
return to Jerusalem. Sony
Carny  A traveling carnival unleashes terror in a small Nebraska town when the 
main attraction manages to break free, and embarks on a carnivorous rampage 
across the countryside. The locals paid good money to see the abomination 
known as the Jersey Devil. When the creature escapes, however, their curiosity 
quickly turns to terror. As local sheriff Sam Atlas (Lou Diamond Phillips) 
rounds up a posse to track the vicious man-eater, the town pastor hatches his 
own plan for killing the monster that tore his son to shreds. Vivendi
The Human Spark with Alan Alda Drawing on the theory that a catalytic 
"spark" converted humankind from just another species to planetary top dog, 
actor and science enthusiast Alan Alda spearheads a transcontinental hunt for 
the origins of that signal shift. The pursuit begins among the paleolithic cave 
paintings of Lascaux, leads to a comparison study of humans and chimps in 
Puerto Rico, then lands Alda back where he started in a detailed neuro-scan of 
his own brain. PBS
Miles From Nowhere A high school football star clashes with his coach and his 
father when he joins the track team to accomplish a goal set by his late best 
friend. When John is killed in a car accident, Cameron (Andrew Lawrence) 
blames himself for the tragedy, and vows to accomplish his friend's goal of 
setting a new record on the mile run. Cameron's altruistic mission is jeopar-
dized, however, when he runs into opposition from both his father (Treat 
Williams) and his coach, who feel that may be throwing away a future in 
football by switching sports at such an inopportune time. But the harder they 
work to convince Cameron he's wrong, the sharper the young athlete's focus and 
determination becomes. Genius
Relative Stranger A former professional football player abandons his family 
after a series of disheartening career setbacks, only to discover the power of 
forgiveness after losing his father. When Walter Clemens' (Eriq La Salle) 
dreams came crashing down, he couldn't bear the thought of disappointing his 
family. Shortly thereafter, Walter's father dies, devastating the family as they 
come together for the reading of his will. No one expected to see Walter there, 
and at first his presence only serves to reopen old wounds. The full impact of 
his actions finally setting in, Walter embraces his faith and begins taking the 
first steps toward reuniting his fractured family. Genius
Soldier Love Story The pen-pal friendship between a young boy and a homesick 
soldier blossoms into something much more meaningful in this warmhearted 
tale of family and courage. Sgt. Vince Carerra (Johnny Messner) is serving his 
country overseas when he starts a correspondence with Jared Marshall, a young 
boy still reeling from his parents' recent divorce. Estranged from his father, 
Jared confides his pain in Vince in between colorful exchanges about baseball. 
Upon returning home, Vince meets Jared and his mother Dana (Lori Loughlin), 
and soon finds himself falling for the newly-single mother. Before long, the trio 
has formed a family. Their momentary bliss is soon shattered, however, when 
Vince discovers he's about to be redeployed, and realizes his role as a father 
figure will soon take a backseat to his role as a soldier. Genius
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